
Fruit spirits
intro to fruit spirits

• all fruits contain sugar, easily extracted when crushed or pressed to give a 
fermentable fruit juice

• so, almost all fruit spirits are distilled from fermented fruit juice
• a few soft fruits are hard to process, spirits made from them are done so 

without fermentation - instead fruit macerated in HRS, which it flavours, which 
is then distilled eg raspberry, strawberry, cherries, plums …

Basic process
• crush/press
• ferment
• distill

⁃ BUT there are many options at each stage which will impact on style 
and quality of spirit….
⁃ what fruit? e.g. grapes, apples, cherries …
⁃ how should spirit be distilled?
⁃ should spirit be aged? 

Cognac
intro / what is brandy?

• The word brandy probably has its origin in burnt wine (brandewijn), a Dutch 
term dating to the 12C …. to heat (burn) wine to separate alcohol as vapour 
and leave water behind.  

• Technically, brandy refers to any spirit made by distilling a fermented base 
wine made from grapes or fruit - so armagnac, calvados, grappa, kirsch, pisco 
…

• Various explanations of impetus for commercial distillation in France, driven 
by Dutch in 1600s …
⁃ used as a preservation method to make wine safer to transport without 

going bad ie oxidising - add spirit to wine to stabilise and protect from 
spoilage

⁃ by removing water could save space and transport more on ships, 
when arrived add the water back, also saved on import duty, but 
consumers soon preferred the straight spirit rather than re-diluted into 
acidic wine

⁃ Dutch added brandy to water casks, which kept water supplies fresher 
on long oceangoing voyages - must have killed bacteria.

• Brandy first distilled in cognac mid-15C, indeed Armagnac was established 
150 years before then …

• … but Cognac came to dominate owing to easy access to European sea 
routes via R. Charente which crosses the production region, and Bordeaux - 



Armagnac was more cut-off transport wise.  Armagnac suffered from quality 
issues, not until 20th century that strengthened reputation by establishing 
quality control and standards, and later internet made more visible.

• 17C cognac distilling became more refined, using copper pot stills similar to 
Scottish, called alembic charentais, for double distillation to obtain a purer 
spirit at higher % abv

cognac trade structure today
dominated by 4 producers, who make some percentage of their required spirit, 
buying spirit made under contract in the house style from professional distillers and 
co-ops, BUT there remain lots of small scale artisanal distillers that have a local/
regional following 

1. Courvoisier
2. Hennessy
3. Martel
4. Remy Martin

  
cognac production area

• terroir is divided into a cru quality system, see terroir and grape quality below
⁃ in the departments of Charente Maritime and Charente
⁃ in the region of Poitou-Charente

terroir and grape quality



Image courtesy Bureau National Interprofessionel du Cognac (BNIC)
climate

• a maritime climate, heavily influenced by the North Atlantic, so mild winters, 
warm summers, rain at any time of year; the dominant variety ugni blanc is 
well-suited to this potentially wet climate, with its thick skin.

the crus
• The cognac vineyard is divided into 6 crus, with best grapes (capable of) 

coming from *

1. * Grande Champagne, highest amount of chalk; spirit with aromas 
jasmine and lime blossom, best suited to long ageing

2. * Petite Champagne, joint highest amount of chalk; spirit with aromas 
jasmine and lime blossom, best suited to long ageing

3. * Borderies, clay; spirit with more weight and violet hint, Faith says … 
cognacs from here …have a nuttiness, like almond kernels .. much 
used by Hennessy and Martell ..

4. Fins Bois, clay with islands of chalk where best grapes grown; spirit 
with grapey fruitiness maturing more quickly

5. Bons Bois, heavy clay
6. Bois Ordinaires, light and sandy

BUT production is concentrated around Cognac town, with just 13% of production 
from Bons Bois and Bois Ordinaires.

importance of chalk and clay soils
• grape quality affected by soil and climatic factors like exposure, aspect, 



gradient, insolation … 

⁃ BUT crucial to potential grape quality is the amount of chalk in the soil - 
the more the better
⁃ chalk and clay soil with good drainage but good water retention 

when dry, are common factor in top 3 crus
⁃ more chalk  =  vines unstressed by drought or flood

⁃ BUT crus are not homogenous quality-wise
⁃ AND whilst chalk soil very important, some say undue emphasis 

placed on it - ultimate quality of a cognac lies in skill of distiller 
and blender - with access to many spirits across space and time

grape varieties
SIX permitted, non-aromatic varieties

1. ugni blanc, the Italian variety trebbiano toscano, which is late budding, thick 
skinned - protection against rot in the wet climate, picked early to retain 
acidity and keep alcohol low, giving tart and neutral wines; represents 98% 
of plantings, so nearly all cognac made from this, along with …

2. colombard - productive, but suscepible to botrytis bunch rot
3. folle blanche aka gros plant - the latter says it all - vigorous and productive, 

high acidity, suscepible to botrytis bunch rot
4. semillon - thin skinned, so susceptible to botrytis bunch rot
5. montils - suscepible to botrytis bunch rot, only used for cognac
6. folignan - max 10% base wine; recent cross (1965) ugni blanc x folle blanche 

- presumably to access the thick-skinned nature of the former, only used for 
cignac

ugni blanc is ideal brandy grape:
• good disease and rot resistance - imperative to have healthy grapes, as all 

flavours, including off flavours, are concentrated by distillation
• low in sugar and high in acid (from the cool climate too) giving high acid low 

alcohol wines
⁃ wines low in alcohol need to be concentrated more to produce 

brandy, so the flavours in them are concentrated more too - wines 
made from ugni blanc are not highly flavoured - but once 
concentrated by distillation, the spirit shows a grapey and floral 
character. 

• acidity helps protect the wine before distillation.
• provides robust flavour backbone, and ages very well

harvesting and winemaking
• growing grapes for cognac relatively routine quasi-industrial process, art of 

making cognac starts with distillation
⁃ most machine harvest early to retain acidity and keep alcohol on low 

side, ideal at 8-9% potential alcohol (Faith, Guide to Cognac)
⁃ BUT some small producers hand harvest

• cannot use SO2 to protect against oxidation and bacterial spoilage, as 
difficult to reduce sulphur level in distillation, so ..



⁃ must rely on high acidity of grapes to do the job, along with fast transfer 
to processing unit, with immediate crush, gentle press (cannot screw 
press) and ferment.

• cannot chaptalise must or wine
• use cultured yeast
• varieties may be fermented together or separately; certainly folle blanche 

ripens first so this will be processed apart
• ferment for about 21 days, get abut 8% abv
• may do MLF
• when ferment complete, stored without ullage in temperature controlled 

stainless steel
• distillation must be completed by 31 March following vintage

 
distillation

• cognac made using double pot still process - alembic charentais - produces 
steady flow of alcohol by heating wine to ~ 600C
⁃ design legally defined, must be copper, directly heated (gas), and use 

worm tub condenser
⁃ some stills use wine heater, still head shape varies from onion to olive.

• varietal still wine may be distilled separately
• 1st distillation (chauffe), max still capacity 140hl produces brouillis, at 27-30% 

abv, this is the most important stage, as most chemical reactions take place 
when liquid first heated

• 2nd distillation (bonne chauffe) max still capacity 30hl, but fill limited to 25hl, 
produces repasse at 67-72.4%abv (max); most cognacs towards upper limit

• heads (tetes) and tails (secondes) mixed with wine or brouillis, and redistilled 
to recover residual ethanol

• factors affecting quality and style
⁃ still operating temperature - aim for slow and steady boil, easy control 

with gas burners
⁃ cut points for heads and tails
⁃ lees usage

⁃ distill with lees (Remy method), hastens maturity (Faith, Page 
43)
⁃ distilling with lees produce spirit with richer mouth feel, 

more fruitiness (yeasts in lees contain esters which enrich 
final spirit) greater intensity and complexity.
⁃ many believe cognac made this way better suited 

to ageing, and congeners introduced create rancio 
notes - mushroom, dried fruit and nuts - almond 
and walnut

⁃ these notes can (ALSO?) develop in cognacs that 
have spent a vey long time in wood.

⁃ distill with all lees removed from wine (Martell method) - want 
lighter purer style of spirit

⁃ distill some wines with lees
⁃ heads and tails

⁃ some redistill heads and tails with the wine, others with the 



brouillis.
⁃ if redistill with wine, alcohol level significantly raised, so 

no need to concentrate alcohol so much to produce final 
spirit - so less congener concentration  = lighter spirit 
style (Martell method)

⁃ if redistill with brouillis, get deeper richer spirit
⁃ some take intermediate position (notably Hennessy) - 

and split heads and tails between wine and brouillis = ripe 
fruity spirit

• vintage variation
⁃ growing conditions inconsistent year by year, so wines vary too, 

consequently so does the spirit
⁃ if producer decides to set aside some casks for vintage designation, 

not done every year, inspector seals designated casks, and puts under 
own lock and key

• maturation
⁃ cognac matured in oak, usually 350 litre barrels, min 2 years
⁃ ageing in oak gives cognac its texture, colour, intensity and 

aroma/flavour complexity, and indirect access to oxygen
⁃ importance of oak and need for consistent quality recognised by 

major houses - Martell, Hennessy (the only grower, distiller, 
producer and oak forest owner of 450ha in central France - 
tracking quality at every stage) and Remy Martin own 
cooperages. ⁃ factors affecting maturation
⁃ oak type

⁃ tightness of grain determines the rate of extraction 
of flavours
⁃ Limousin - a natural forest where trees have 

space, grow broad and large, quercus robur 
- more open grained and porous, 
contributes more tannin, and rich vanilla. 
The wider grain allows greater penetration 
by the spirit, so faster maturation, it is  the 
most used species in Cognac.

⁃ Troncais - a man-made forest where trees 
are densely planted, grow tall and narrow, 
quercus sessiflora - tighter grained more 
aromatic, less of and softer tannin, ideal for 
shorter maturation (Faith), since less tannin 
absorbed which then needs less time to 
round-out.

⁃ proportions of each type and toast level used 
particular to each house.

⁃ barrel rotation
⁃ schedule and barrel age particular to each house
⁃ most use system where new make spirit into new 

oak for 6-12 months to give blast of oak-derived 
flavours



⁃ then decant into older less flavour active barrels 
for further flavour development

⁃ some exceptional cognac in barrel for 50-60 years, 
but comes point when nothing more to be gained 
…

⁃ then spirit decanted to glass demijohns, where 
development arrested, for use in small amounts in 
blending

⁃ warehousing
⁃ humidity affects spirit

⁃ cool, damp, high humidity (close to River 
Charente) alcohol evaporation takes 
precedence, and so abv drops

⁃ aide memoire HOT WATER - water 
evaporates in a hot climate … warm, dry, 
low humidity (away from the river) - water 
evaporation takes precedence and so abv 
rises

⁃ producers often move cognac from one 
cellar to another to get the effect of different 
storing condition and thereby optimize the 
ageing of the cognac.

⁃ oak chips (boise’)
⁃ Faith says - use of oak chips soaked in old cognac 

is traditional practice, to give false impression of 
additional age

⁃ WSET text says - use of oak chips is traditional 
practice to give an oakiness to a spirit faster than 
in barrel

⁃ used for the dominant category of young VS, NOT 
for premium styles.

⁃ regulations talk of …permitted oak infusion for final 
adjustment…

• blending and finishing
• blending and house styles are endemic
• finishing techniques

⁃ caramel
⁃ oak infusion for final adjustment
⁃ sugar for sweetening
⁃ filtering norm for high-volume product
⁃ reduction with distilled, demineralised water, or petites eaux aka 

faibles
⁃ must reduce spirit, unless alcohol reduced already by 

ageing in humid/cooler situation
⁃ want optimum balance between aggressiveness and 

flavour - highly skilled task
⁃ when diluting … spirit and water do not mix easily!

⁃ some dilute hot spirit off the still, but difficult to 
gauge as proof drops away as distillation 
continues



⁃ some use petite eau, a weak blend of cognac and 
water, which is aged in casks

⁃ speed of dilution depends on speed that cognac 
will absorb the water
⁃ done in steps, a couple of degrees at a 

time, each step can take many weeks, the 
closer one gets to 40% the longer each step 
will take

⁃ a good dilution may take several years, especially 
if the cognac is well aged

⁃ if dilution too fast, soapy flavours emerge!

maturation (Nicholas Faith)
• all cognac has learning curve, 

⁃ quality rises with time
⁃ after a point, curve flattens, maturation slows and stops
⁃ curve varies for brandies from different crus

⁃ from outer ring - bois ordinaires, most bons bois and some fins 
bois, will not acquire any depth/complexity no matter how long in 
oak, RTD after 4th birthday, few sell brandy at less than a year 
above minimum

⁃ fins bois individual growers sell own cognac at ~15 years, more 
elegant after 10, but 20 is the limit

⁃ borderies are a step up, nuttiness and warmth increased by 20 
years in oak

⁃ champagnes can be sold young, quality Remy VSOP (7 years) 
the world leader in that style illustrates that
⁃ BUT only in 2nd decade in cask that tannins soften and 

rancio develops
⁃ takes 2 further decades for complete maturity, so by 40 

years development is complete 
⁃ tiny number stay in cask after 40 years soon transferred to 25 

litre glass jars (bonbonnes or demijohns), glass neutral so no 
access to air, spirit remains embalmed.
⁃ age confers sort of anonymity to such cognacs - oldest 

blends on market can be less distinctive than younger 
XOs from same company

⁃ stored in area of cellar called paradis.
⁃ age of cognac crucial BUT balance between new and old oak 

plays major role in final result
⁃ those kept for longer, eg Frapin keeps some in new oak 

for up to 2 years, need a decade to soften the strong 
tannin dose from new wood.
⁃ reputable firms use brandies far older than 

required by law
⁃ age refers to youngest brandy in blend

cognac law
• varieties approved - ugni blanc, colombard, folle blanche, semillon, montis, 

folignan



• vinification - no screw press, no SO2, no sugar
• distillation - double distilled in direct heated copper pot stills, complete by 31 

march following harvest, to max 72.4% abv
• maturation - cognac must be aged in oak for min 2 years.  May use cognac-

infused chips, caramel and sweeteners in very limited amounts
• spirit age measured from 1 april following vintage, eg harvest 2010, 

cognac 1 year old on 1 April 2012

• labelling terms - implicit years statements = years in oak
⁃ if cru (eg grande champagne, borderies etc) on label, spirit must be 

made only from grapes from that cru.
⁃ Fine Champagne - blend of minimum 50% Grande Champagne 

spirits, and Petite Champagne; seen as VSOP and XO
⁃ compte 2 - VS (Very Special), or *** (3 star) - age youngest spirit in 

blend at least 2 years (armagnac 1 year)
⁃ compte 4 - VSOP (Very Superior Old Pale), or Reserve - age youngest 

spirit in blend at least 4 years
⁃ Remy Martin’s VSOP with min 7 years, is biggest seller of that 

style worldwide - is a benchmark
⁃ compte 6 - Napoleon, age youngest spirit in blend at least 6 years
⁃ compte 10 - XO (extra old), Extra, *Hors d’age, age youngest spirit 10 

years (WSET says this comes into force in 2016, but already in INAO 
regs on 15/1/15)
⁃ * Hors d’age - BNIC states officially equal to XO, but in reality 

used to communicate a very high quality product, beyond the 
official age scale eg 45 years old, at ~£300/bott

⁃ Vintage spirits are extremely rare in Cognac, instead cognac is nearly 
always a blend of range of vintages
⁃ a vintage cognac is distilled from one specific harvest only, one 

vintage (i.e. 1990). The producer decides to set aside a 
selection of barrels for vintage designation, and an inspector 
literally seals and locks the barrels away for restricted access. 
There is NO independent assessment of quality. This 
procedure allows the producer to print the year of the vintage on 
the label, bottling date MUST also be on the label (seen this), as 
it indicates for how long the cognac has actually been ageing in 
the barrel

cognac markets
• in 2014 98% exported, equates ~ 930khl
• US top, then Singapore, China, UK, Germany, HK …
• some cognacs sell at super-premium prices, but sales are dominated by VS 

and VSOP styles, which make up 80% of production/sales.

what does cognac taste of?
See comparison table below Armagnac



————————————

Armagnac
intro

• armagnac predates cognac by about 150 years, first evidence 1310, evidence 
of commercialisation from 1411.
⁃ however sales and volumes of French brandy dominated by cognac

• armagnac struggled to compete with cognac owing to the latters’ easy access 
to trade routes, even though armagnac widely traded and highly valued.

• phylloxera hit armagnac hard, volumes recovered after WW2, but poor quality 
began to ruin its reputation

armagnac production area
• terroir is divided into a cru quality system,

⁃ in the departments of Gers, and Lot et Garonne
⁃ in the region of Aquitaine

• three crus
⁃ Bas Armagnac, majority of plantings - the best spirits come from here, 

the far northwest of the area in fact; in total represent ~ 60% of all 
armagnac produced; notes of plum and prune

⁃ Tenereze, distant second planting-wise; spirits with robust earthy 
flavours, with floral and violet notes

⁃ Haut Armagnac, few vineyards produce armagnac, more money in still 
wine made from colombard

• armagnac production area coterminous with IGP Côtes de Gascogne



Armagnac crus, image courtesy BNIA

• soil (clay and silt - so sandy)
⁃ Bas Armagnac to west is rolling countryside; poor and acidic clay loam 

soils, and silty soils, with pockets of iron
⁃ Armagnac Ténarèze centre transitional zone. Silty soils, and clay-

limestone soils that are heavy yet fertile
⁃ Haut-Armagnac in the south and east -  hills of limestone and clay-

limestone whilst the valleys are silty soil 

• climate
⁃ temperate, humid oceanic influence reduced by Landes forest, 

particularly noticeable in the west.  To east, Mediterranean climate has 
an impact with S’ly winds.

armagnac trade structure today
• different to Cognac - no large dominant producers  - wide range small 

merchant houses, few small estate producers.
• growers sell spirit to houses, many use travelling alembics - these account for 

20-30% distillation
• proportion sales of XO (20%) and Vintage (20%) more important than in 

Cognac.
• vintage much more important than in Cognac, where blends reign.

production



• 10 varieties permitted
• distil to 52-72.4% abv, typically <60% abv
• make aged and unaged spirit
• more intensely aromatic and full bodied than cognac
• diversity of style more than in Cognac

varieties (10 permitted, but just 4 important)
• ugni blanc, > 50% plantings, low alcohol acidic wines, in spirit give floral note 

but less powerful than the others; again provided flavour backbone to the 
spirit

• baco blanc aka baco 22A, hybrid folle blanche x noah, unique to Armagnac, 
developed post-phyloxera to produce some similarity of flavour profile to folle 
blanche, plus resistance to bunch rot - but susceptible to many other 
diseases.  INAO had decreed to uproot all by 2010, but Armagnacais 
successfully argued its historical role, so plantings remain at about 30%, but 
are in decline.  Spirit shows a rich earthy prune-like character; with long 
ageing get ripe fruits and jammy dried plum, can be a bit rustic; provides 
much of the complexity in an armagnac.

• folle blanche aka gros plant, the pre-phylloxera king of Armagnac, low yields 
prone to mildew and rot, temeperamental about 3% plantings now; floral 
notes, in spirit give lightweight notes - a delicate floral note, white peach, dried 
apricot and orange peel

• colombard, in spirit gives spicy, peppery edge notes, herbal like fresh mown 
hay - MOST colombard now goes to IGP Cotes de Gascogne; lower yield 
than ugni blanc

• also blanc dame, graisse, jurançon, mauzac, mauzac rose, and meslier saint-
françois

This mix of varieties gives wide range of flavours to work with, each producer has 
own recipe, some varietal spirits seen eg Folle Blanche, 

vinification (ref INAO)
• fruit selection made to satisfy house style based on experience
• cannot use SO2
• cannot chaptalise must or wine
• gentle crush and gentle press
• use cultured yeast
• anecdotal evidence - varieties normally fermented (and distilled) separately so 

blenders have widest range of materials to work with.
• wine generally low in alcohol 8-10% abv, with high acidity
• wine for distilling must only contain fine lees (not gross)

distillation (ref INAO)
• must be complete no later than 31 March year following harvest
• must be distilled to 52-72.4% abv, BNIA says traditionally 52-60% abv
• must be distilled with fine lees, but not gross lees
• spirit is intensely flavoured, earthy, fruity, floral, because not highly rectified, 



retaining lots of congeners (cognac 67-72.4%, most close to max, so less 
congeners)

• varieties distilled separately
• two authorised methods

i. still of choice is alambic armagnacais, unique single column still, 
suited to low strength distillation, continuous distillation, multi stage 
(WSET says max 17 plates, INAO and BNIA  say 15!) with reflux, using 
still. Boiler/stripping/rectifying column, rectifying plates therein, and 
condensing serpentine in wine heater, are copper.
⁃ still brought up to working temperature by filling with water and 

distilling that, wine then introduced
⁃ WSET says no cut for head or tails - an over-simplification - tails 

will reside in the base of the column where occasionally bled off 
with residue; heads typical methanol content 47g/hl pure 
alcohol, well within the EU limit of 200g/hl pure alcohol, so no 
need and in fact no ability to make cuts with this type of still.

⁃ INAO says … 
⁃ L’extraction des têtes est réalisée sur les vapeurs du 

distillat ou du vin préchauffé. L’extraction des queues est 
réalisée sur le condensate circulant au bas des plateaux 
de concentration ou jusqu’aux premières spires du 
serpentin. [INAO]

⁃ The extraction of the heads is carried out on the vapours 
of the distillate (but how?) or the preheated wine 
(possible if wine preheated to 66C at which methanol 
volatile, and this is bled off - which can be continuous). 
The extraction of the tails is carried out on the 
condensate circulating with the bottom of the plates of 
concentration or the first whorls of the serpentine. [rough 
translation]

⁃ must maintain constant temperature at top rectification plate 
(bubble plate typical on Armagnacais alembic) to ensure 
characteristics of spirit leaving still constant too
⁃ most effective way to control temperature is by adjusting 

flow of wine into top of still.
ii. discontinuous distillation (batch) using double pot still as with cognac - 

only 3 distillers use, one of which has both types. Boiler, head, swan 
neck and serpentine are copper.  First still large max 140hl capacity, 
second still where cuts made max 30hl capacity, but max 25hl fill.

• still (whichever used) heating by naked flame
• because armagnac distilled just once, is has a more robust flavour profile 

and body, so it is usually aged longer before release than Cognac, as more 
time is needed to allow the flavours to integrate and to remove the 
impurities that remain from the distillation process (note regs apart from VS 
level are same)



Left: Column still Right: Wine heater/condenser
Alambic Armagnacais, image courtesy BNIA

maturation, blending and finishing



• INAO says oak used for armagnac to be sessile (quercus petraea) or 
pedunculate (quercus robur) oak, or a mix of the two; typically from Limousin 
(wide grain, more porous gives more tannin) and Troncais (fine gain, less 
porous gives less, softer tannin) forests

• maturation (ageing) similar to cognac - first spend short time in new oak 6-12 
months

• then transfer to older barrels to complete process
• when ageing complete 

⁃ glass demijohns, which suspend ageing, are used to preserve very old 
spirits 

• make up blends
• allow to homogenise in large oak vats
• if necessary slowly reduce strength, oft using petites eaux

unaged or blanche armagnac AOC - new AOC since 2005, originating from 
producer habit of retaining part of freshly distilled eau-de-vie for their personal 
table needs

• vines must be identified specifically for purpose
• in practice selected varieties are folle blanche, ugni blanc, baco and 

colombard, used either pure (seen varietal folle blanche) or as a blend

• major difference with normal armagnac brother is that Blanche Armagnac is a 
white spirit, fruity, floral and fresh. 

• quest is for fruitiness during the vinification, with wines rich in light lees that 
will liberate their aromas in the alembic, to emphasise particular floral and 
fruity aromas

• same alcohol as normal armagnac

• to preserve aroma and crystal clear appearance, taken direct from still into 
inert stainless steel for min 3 months.  During the maturation, the producer 
works the eau-de-vie and gradually lowers its alcohol strength to highlight its 
fruity aromas and roundness in the mouth.

• finally and uniquely in the world of AOC eaux-de-vie, there is a compulsory 
quality control by batch by expert panel, analysis and tasting, that will 
authorise its commercialisation, making Blanche Armagnac AOC a technical 
product adhering to strict standards and of the highest quality.  INAO then 
provides certificate.

armagnac law
• permitted varieties - baco, colombard, folle banche and ugni blanc
• chaptalisation and SO2 prohibited
• distillation

• double distilled in pot stills as with cognac OR
• continuous single column still - alembic armagnacais, max 17 plates 

(WSET text), but INAO and BNIA say 15
• spirit 52-72.4% abv

• maturation
• must be aged in oak min 1 year (except white armagnac)



⁃ may use infused oak chips and sweeteners in very limited 
amounts

⁃ can adjust colour with caramel
⁃ white armagnac aged min 3 months in stainless steel, and 

reduced in strength, seen 46% abv, to highlight fruity aromas 
and roundness in mouth.

⁃ age of spirit measured from 1 april following vintage, so 2014 
harvest, gets to 1 year old at 1 april 2016

• labelling - years statements = years in oak
• blanche - unaged - floral and fruity.
• VS (Very Special), or *** (3 star), youngest spirit in blend at least 1 

year old (cognac 2 years) - fruity and fiery.
• VSOP (Very Superior Old Pale), youngest spirit in blend at least 4 

years old - in practice, houses often use much older Armagnacs as 
they bring a richer aromatic palette - there is a balance of cooked fruit 
aromas, sometimes candied, with notes of wood and spice.  mellow in 
the mouth, long length.

• Napoleon, youngest spirit in blend at least 6 years old
• XO (Extra Old), hors d’age, youngest spirit in the blend is 10 years old 

- notes of candied fruits (prune, apricot, orange peel), with mellow 
aromas of wood; sometimes patisserie notes and spices add another 
dimension.  A touch of rancio - rich fruit cake, dried fruits, almonds and 
walnuts confirm the maturity of the blend.  In mouth it is balanced with 
good length and a controlled heat.

• Age indicated, youngest spirit in blend is age stated on label
• Vintage, all spirits from stated year, and at least 10 years old - 

ultimately, each vintage from each producer has its own character and 
personality, its own style with notes of patisserie, aromas of dried fruits, 
notes more volatile or soft, with intensity or mildness.

armagnac markets
Production 2014 ~20 khl, 1-2 orders of magnitude less than cognac (Cognac 
~1000khl)

what does armagnac taste of?
INAO says young brandy - fresh fruit flavours, flowers and wood; older - rounder, full, 
cooked fruit flavours or crystallised fruits, elegant spices and of rancio, complexes.
INAO says white armagnac - fresh fruits or flowers, intense and fine.

comparing armagnac and cognac

Cognac Armagnac

scale
industrial, dominated by 
big 4, terroir blended 
away

artisanal, small scale, 
terroir and vintage 
expression, many small, 
~ 250? many 
independent producers, 
family owned

production volume 1000khl; 180m bt
18khl 1-2 orders 
magnitude less than 
cognac; 6m bott

varieties 98% ugni blanc
~50% ugni blanc, folle 
blanche, ~30% baco 22a, 
colombard

soil rolling slopes of chalk 
best

best area to west is 
mainly gently undulating 
sandy soil, to east is 
chalky slopes more 
suited t still wine

climate mild, atlantic influence

further inland protected 
by Landes Forest to west, 
hotter - riper grapes, but 
still moderated by 
breezes off Biscay 

oak sessile (q.petraea) or 
pedunculate (q.robur)

sessile (q.petraea) or 
pedunculate (q.robur)

oak source

troncais has less tannin 
(suits short maturation) 
and limousin with lots of 
tannin (suits longer 
maturation)

limousin or gascon

distilled abv 67-72.4% abv, most 
towards upper end

52-72.4% abv, BNIA says 
traditionally 52-60%

commercialised abv
seen 40-49% abv, most 
reduced with petites eaux 
or distilled water, to 
minimum of 40%

seen 40-43% abv, many 
(obviously) reduced to 
minimum of 40%, some 
unreduced cask strength 
eg 46% for a 1986; 
50.8% for a 2003, so 
spirit naturally 
evaporating in damp 
maturation cellars

distillation method pot still, double distilled

alembic armagnacais 
continuous column still 
(except 3 producers who 
use pot), traditionally a 
mobile unit - artisanal

vintage? extremely rare, most 
multi-year often cross cru 
blends

seems to be every year

varietal spirit? rare folle blanche commonly

spirit character young
cognac's fruit tends to be 
lighter (pear, orange) and 
more floral

rich, earthy, prune like … 
regarded as rustic 
compared to cognac. 
Armagnac tends to show 
more primary fruit than 
Cognac because of its 
grapes and because the 
outgoing vapours are 
forced into contact with 
the incoming wine during 
its sole distillation. The 
most typical fruit includes 
vine flowers, orange, 
plum, quince and apricot.

spirit reaction with oak 
ageing

cognac's interaction with 
oak normally delivers 
plenty of spice, but 
frequently herbal, 
steamed and resinous 
notes as well

regarded as richer, 
earthier prune-like in 
comparison with cognac. 
The reaction with 
armagnac and the sugars 
of the oak often yields 
notes of vanilla, caramel, 
toffee, buttered toffee, 
maple syrup and exotic 
note of coconut milk

aroma intensity

cognac's aromas are not 
always as forthcoming as 
those of Armagnac since 
Ugni Blanc is its chief 
grape and because 
Cognac is normally 
diluted to 40%abv

traditional armagnac is 
not reduced - not the 
case!! See above in table 
most 40% abv, some up 
to 43%; its heightened 
alcohol helps push its 
concentrated aromas 
from the glass.

expression terroir blended away terroir and vintage 
conditions

quality peaks at 30-50 years of age 20-30 years of age

pricing supposedly less than 
cognac

heads and tails removed

tails are discarded from 
the bottom of the alembic 
column (rectifier) and 
heads are included in 
final spirit.



Cognac Armagnac

scale
industrial, dominated by 
big 4, terroir blended 
away

artisanal, small scale, 
terroir and vintage 
expression, many small, 
~ 250? many 
independent producers, 
family owned

production volume 1000khl; 180m bt
18khl 1-2 orders 
magnitude less than 
cognac; 6m bott

varieties 98% ugni blanc
~50% ugni blanc, folle 
blanche, ~30% baco 22a, 
colombard

soil rolling slopes of chalk 
best

best area to west is 
mainly gently undulating 
sandy soil, to east is 
chalky slopes more 
suited t still wine

climate mild, atlantic influence

further inland protected 
by Landes Forest to west, 
hotter - riper grapes, but 
still moderated by 
breezes off Biscay 

oak sessile (q.petraea) or 
pedunculate (q.robur)

sessile (q.petraea) or 
pedunculate (q.robur)

oak source

troncais has less tannin 
(suits short maturation) 
and limousin with lots of 
tannin (suits longer 
maturation)

limousin or gascon

distilled abv 67-72.4% abv, most 
towards upper end

52-72.4% abv, BNIA says 
traditionally 52-60%

commercialised abv
seen 40-49% abv, most 
reduced with petites eaux 
or distilled water, to 
minimum of 40%

seen 40-43% abv, many 
(obviously) reduced to 
minimum of 40%, some 
unreduced cask strength 
eg 46% for a 1986; 
50.8% for a 2003, so 
spirit naturally 
evaporating in damp 
maturation cellars

distillation method pot still, double distilled

alembic armagnacais 
continuous column still 
(except 3 producers who 
use pot), traditionally a 
mobile unit - artisanal

vintage? extremely rare, most 
multi-year often cross cru 
blends

seems to be every year

varietal spirit? rare folle blanche commonly

spirit character young
cognac's fruit tends to be 
lighter (pear, orange) and 
more floral

rich, earthy, prune like … 
regarded as rustic 
compared to cognac. 
Armagnac tends to show 
more primary fruit than 
Cognac because of its 
grapes and because the 
outgoing vapours are 
forced into contact with 
the incoming wine during 
its sole distillation. The 
most typical fruit includes 
vine flowers, orange, 
plum, quince and apricot.

spirit reaction with oak 
ageing

cognac's interaction with 
oak normally delivers 
plenty of spice, but 
frequently herbal, 
steamed and resinous 
notes as well

regarded as richer, 
earthier prune-like in 
comparison with cognac. 
The reaction with 
armagnac and the sugars 
of the oak often yields 
notes of vanilla, caramel, 
toffee, buttered toffee, 
maple syrup and exotic 
note of coconut milk

aroma intensity

cognac's aromas are not 
always as forthcoming as 
those of Armagnac since 
Ugni Blanc is its chief 
grape and because 
Cognac is normally 
diluted to 40%abv

traditional armagnac is 
not reduced - not the 
case!! See above in table 
most 40% abv, some up 
to 43%; its heightened 
alcohol helps push its 
concentrated aromas 
from the glass.

expression terroir blended away terroir and vintage 
conditions

quality peaks at 30-50 years of age 20-30 years of age

pricing supposedly less than 
cognac

heads and tails removed

tails are discarded from 
the bottom of the alembic 
column (rectifier) and 
heads are included in 
final spirit.



Cognac Armagnac

scale
industrial, dominated by 
big 4, terroir blended 
away

artisanal, small scale, 
terroir and vintage 
expression, many small, 
~ 250? many 
independent producers, 
family owned

production volume 1000khl; 180m bt
18khl 1-2 orders 
magnitude less than 
cognac; 6m bott

varieties 98% ugni blanc
~50% ugni blanc, folle 
blanche, ~30% baco 22a, 
colombard

soil rolling slopes of chalk 
best

best area to west is 
mainly gently undulating 
sandy soil, to east is 
chalky slopes more 
suited t still wine

climate mild, atlantic influence

further inland protected 
by Landes Forest to west, 
hotter - riper grapes, but 
still moderated by 
breezes off Biscay 

oak sessile (q.petraea) or 
pedunculate (q.robur)

sessile (q.petraea) or 
pedunculate (q.robur)

oak source

troncais has less tannin 
(suits short maturation) 
and limousin with lots of 
tannin (suits longer 
maturation)

limousin or gascon

distilled abv 67-72.4% abv, most 
towards upper end

52-72.4% abv, BNIA says 
traditionally 52-60%

commercialised abv
seen 40-49% abv, most 
reduced with petites eaux 
or distilled water, to 
minimum of 40%

seen 40-43% abv, many 
(obviously) reduced to 
minimum of 40%, some 
unreduced cask strength 
eg 46% for a 1986; 
50.8% for a 2003, so 
spirit naturally 
evaporating in damp 
maturation cellars

distillation method pot still, double distilled

alembic armagnacais 
continuous column still 
(except 3 producers who 
use pot), traditionally a 
mobile unit - artisanal

vintage? extremely rare, most 
multi-year often cross cru 
blends

seems to be every year

varietal spirit? rare folle blanche commonly

spirit character young
cognac's fruit tends to be 
lighter (pear, orange) and 
more floral

rich, earthy, prune like … 
regarded as rustic 
compared to cognac. 
Armagnac tends to show 
more primary fruit than 
Cognac because of its 
grapes and because the 
outgoing vapours are 
forced into contact with 
the incoming wine during 
its sole distillation. The 
most typical fruit includes 
vine flowers, orange, 
plum, quince and apricot.

spirit reaction with oak 
ageing

cognac's interaction with 
oak normally delivers 
plenty of spice, but 
frequently herbal, 
steamed and resinous 
notes as well

regarded as richer, 
earthier prune-like in 
comparison with cognac. 
The reaction with 
armagnac and the sugars 
of the oak often yields 
notes of vanilla, caramel, 
toffee, buttered toffee, 
maple syrup and exotic 
note of coconut milk

aroma intensity

cognac's aromas are not 
always as forthcoming as 
those of Armagnac since 
Ugni Blanc is its chief 
grape and because 
Cognac is normally 
diluted to 40%abv

traditional armagnac is 
not reduced - not the 
case!! See above in table 
most 40% abv, some up 
to 43%; its heightened 
alcohol helps push its 
concentrated aromas 
from the glass.

expression terroir blended away terroir and vintage 
conditions

quality peaks at 30-50 years of age 20-30 years of age

pricing supposedly less than 
cognac

heads and tails removed

tails are discarded from 
the bottom of the alembic 
column (rectifier) and 
heads are included in 
final spirit.

common cognac and armagnac lifecycle
The components of both Armagnac and Cognac pass through stages during their 
lives:

• fresh fruit (plum, apricot, pear, quince) and floral notes evolve to preserved 
fruit (imagine the aforementioned as jam) then dried fruit

• hard toffee changes to soft toffee, then cream or butter



• slow oxidation in cask causes almond and walnut, rich fruit cake, candied fruit 
notes (rancio) to surface

• the barrel, which once gave pepper, clove and cinnamon notes, finally 
overwhelms the remaining fruit with tannin

methanol (aka wood alcohol) talk
• typical methanol content

⁃ armagnac 47g/hl pure alcohol
⁃ cognac 50g/hl pure alcohol
⁃ EU limit 200g/hl pure alcohol
⁃ BUT grappa different, 1000g/hl pure alcohol

• nature and origin of methanol
⁃ methanol has no specific odour, and does not contribute to 

the aroma of a distillate
⁃ methanol is not a by-product of yeast fermentation but 

originates from pectins in the must and juice when grapes 
and fruits are macerated. ln general, the methanol content of 
commercial alcoholic beverages is fairly small, except in 
those produced from grapes in prolonged contact with pectin 
esterase and in some brandies produced from stone fruits, 
such as cherries and plums. Apricot brandies have been 
found to contain up to 10,810 mg, plum brandies, up to 8,850 
mg, and cherry brandies, up to 5,290 mg methanol/l pure 
alcohol. Cognac and grape brandies contain 103-835 mg/l 
and Scotch whisky 80-260 mg/l methanol (Nykänen & 
Suomalainen, 1983). http://monographs.iarc.fr/ENG/
Monographs/vol44/mono44-7.pdf

• armagnac heads and tails
⁃ research on the internet does not show a consensus on what happens 

to methanol rich heads, and tails, in the production of armagnac, using 
the alambic armagnacais.

⁃ so I queried the official body, the BNIA. Here is an edited version of 
their comprehensive and definitive response …

⁃ crucial facts
⁃ tails are discarded
⁃ heads are incorporated in the spirit, which is a major 

differentiating factor between the styles of cognac and 
armagnac

Some explanatory and relating materials from personal correspondence with BNIA 
…

Methanol



Methanol originates from pectins in the must and juice, when grapes and fruits are 
macerated.  Grapes have very little pectin, the least of all fruits, and so propagate 
very little methanol. It is stone fruits such as cherries and plums, that generate much 
higher levels.

Methanol and EU regulations
Methanol is toxic above a certain level.  EU regulations stipulate a maximum 
methanol content of 200g/hl of pure alcohol, for brandy, which is well in excess of 
levels recorded in armagnac and cognac, irrespective of grape variety. In other 
words, if all the methanol in the wines distilled to make cognac and armagnac was to 
be incorporated in the final spirit, then it would still be lower than the legal permitted 
EU maximum. [I have seen on the internet, uncorroborated figures of 47-50g/hl of 
pure alcohol for armagnac and cognac]. Wth cognac, during the 2nd distillation, a cut 
is made for the heads which are then not included in the final spirit, but recycled and 
re-distilled with the next batch of wine. In Armagnac, the heads form part of the final 
spirit. This, therefore, represents one of the key stylistic differences between the two 
spirits.

General operation of the alambic armagnacais
When the wine reaches the top of the wine heater it is at about 80°C, it then passes 
into the top of the (rectification) column, where it descends through the rectification 
plates until it arrives at boiler level. Hot vapours rise up through the descending wine, 
becoming more and more highly charged with aromas from the wine (with the 
Cognac style double pot distillation method, the wine and vapours never interact). As 
the vapours reach the top of the column, they pass back over into the condensing 
column, through the serpentine inside, where they are cooled and condense as they 
descend. No cuts are made for heads, or tails (which do not, in fact, make it out of 
the rectifier) in the condensing column. Every alambic is unique and there is the 
possibility, with some designs, to extract certain elements at different points in the 
condensing column, though this is not normally the case, as the wine is normally of a 
very high quality.

Further commentary ..
It is crucial to use very high quality still wines, so grape sorting is required. No 
additives are permitted, as they would be concentrated in the distillation process, 
making the wines very fragile. Wines must be between 7.5-12% abv, averaging 
9-10%. They are kept at low temperature to avoid oxidation, and distilled without 
delay.

Alambic stills are made of copper. Each still is different, varying in size, and number 
and design of rectification plates, with a maximum of 15, each producing a unique 
spirit. Further, each distiller has his own methods, which adds to the charm and 
diversity of Armagnac.

The alambic still works by gravity. The wine is very cold when it enters the base of 
the condensing column; it gradually warms as it rises through the column, then 
enters the top of the rectification column, where the hot wine splashes as it goes 
down through the rectification plates. Hot vapours rise from the boiling liquid at the 
base of the column, warming the descending wine, and stripping off empathetic 
volatile components, a process which is systematically repeated, as the column is 



ascended, though successive rectification plates.
Distillation is at a much lower degree in Armagnac, traditionally 52-60% abv. It is 
crucial to maintain constant heat, which is more difficult if wood is used. The 
producer distills according to the desired end product, for example if the spirit is 
destined to be aged for a long time, he will distil at a lower degree, retaining more 
congeners (flavour precursors).
The more highly rectified the spirit, the less volume produced, so less storage is 
required.  So armagnac is relatively more costly to produce, as more new barrels are 
required, along with cellar space.

Distillation produces 3 kinds of alcohol
• heads – the most volatile component, which does not need a lot of heat to 

evaporate.  They are very aromatic, contain a lot of alcohol, and hold most of 
the aromatic potential. Heads are incorporated in the final spirit, as they are 
very fine and of high quality.

• heart – the main part of the distillation, at around 54% abv.
• tails – heavy and bad tasting, these precipitate to, and reside low down, in the 

column (rectifier), in the boiling alcoholic liquid, and are periodically drained 
off.

In Armagnac, 25% of stills are heated by wood and 75% with gas. Different woods 
are required for different needs – acacia for flames, and calorific strength from oak. A 
distiller familiar with wood can easily convert to gas, but not vice versa.

95% of armagnac is single (alambic armagnacais) distilled and 5% double (pot) 
distilled. Double distillation stills are used when a producer wants to commercialise a 
young armagnac with lighter spirit, as 3 star (VS) or VSOP.

Any impurities such as methanol or other higher alcohols, either evaporate during 
ageing, or are absorbed by the char of the barrel.
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